PRESS RELEASE

ECCO Introduces Complete Line of Interior Lighting
Boise, Idaho, April 1, 2016 – ECCO introduces a comprehensive line of interior lighting products, which
includes dome lights, flat panels and self-adhesive strips.
Innovation and a unified design set this line of ECCO designed interior lighting apart from anything else in the
marketplace. The line was created to provide cohesive, aesthetically appealing and high-end products to an
industry requiring individual interior lighting needs.
High-quality LED lighting has become commonplace in vehicle exterior applications. However, factory fitted
interior lighting supplied with commercial vehicles continues to be primarily incandescent and insufficient for
the needs of many work applications. ECCO is answering the need for a cohesive line of premium interior
lighting remains, particularly one that harnesses the superior white light and energy efficient properties of
LED technology.
The EW0100 Series self-adhesive strip lighting products for instance – ideal for illuminating toolboxes,
racking and small interior compartments – are available in preconfigured lengths and are available with wire
leads at each end allowing multiple units to be easily daisy-chained together. A passive infrared sensor
accessory is also available to eliminate the need to physically turn the lights on or off when needed.
The majority of products require only two to four screws, have only two wires and can be installed just about
anywhere within a vehicle. In addition to ease of use and installation, the products feature a variety of lengths
and brightness (from 50 to 4900 raw lumens). And, in a first-of-its-kind entry to the interior lighting market,
the EW0351 offers a modular design allowing up to four units to be connected, creating a 56” long strip light.
To ensure longevity and durability, each product has been tested to the highest of standards – our own.
Performance tests including vibration, LED and switch endurance as well as electromagnetic compatibility
have been conducted at ECCO’s US labs as well as in the field.
Photos available upon request. For more information on ECCO’s new line of interior lighting, visit
eccolink.com or call (800) 635-5900.
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